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Abstract 

Two-dimensional flow problems in rectangular geometries are examined by simu
lation of the N avier-Stokes equations in the velocity-pressure formulation. The nu
merical scheme is based on the speetral element method developed at the department 
of Mechanica! Engineering (Timmermans, van de Vosse, Minev). An adapted ver
sion of this code, suitable to study numerically the process of spin-up of fluid in a 
rectangular container with large aspect ratio, has been tested. 

Spin-up is the adjustment process of a fluid which is subjected to a sudden 
change of angular velocity. Simulations show that in the first part of this process 
a quasi-static cell pattem develops. The vortices are, in most cases, created by 
vorticity generated at the boundaries. The veloeities in the cells slowly decay until 
a solid body rota ti on is obtained. Tlie global results ( streamline and vorticity plots) 
of two-dimensional spin-up match quite well when compared with experiments, and 
also a comparison with sparee numerical results from the literature, based on finite 
difference techniques, is quite satisfactory. 

Transport properties along arrays of counter-rotating vortices can be greatly 
enhanced when the cells, appearing in the intermediate stage of the adjustment pro
cess, are unsteady. In order to study the unsteadiness of the vortices, individual 
cells are foliowed in time with regard to the position of the centre and the orien
tation of the ( mostly) elliptical shape of the cell. As a result of this, cells often 
show ( when they have reached their quasi-static position) wiggling behaviour while 
decaying quasi-statically to zero velocity. Furthermore, a more detailed study has 
been carried out to investigate the time-dependent behaviour of the streamfunction 
and the vorticity in the cells. The most interesting observation is the oscillatory 
decay of the streamfunction caused by collective compression and decompression of 
the cells due to perturbations. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

The increasing interest in the dynamics and adveetion properties of geophysical flow 
systems brings about important incentives to study two-dimensional flows. With the 
advent of satellite imagery it became clear that long-lived coherent vortex struetures 
are abundant in theEarth's atmosphere and oceans. The emergence and persistenee 
of these vortex structures are the result of a remarkable property of two-dimensional 
flows: in contrast to their three-dimensional counterparts, these flows are charac
terized by the so-called inverse energy cascade, according to which kinetic energy 
shows a speetral flux to the larger scales of motion. Curiously enough this property 
( commonly referred as self-organization) results in the formation of larger, organized 
coherent flow struetures. 

In oceans and the planetary atmospheres the required dynamica! constraints, 
to make the large-scale geophysical flows to good approximation two-dimensional, 
are provided by the Earth's background rotation and density stratification, asso
ciated with both temperature and salinity gradients. In addition, the geometri
cal constraint (flows are limited to thin shells covering a sphere) provides another 
two-dimensionalization mechanism. Examples of rather persistent, coherent oceanic 
vortex structures are the Gulf Stream rings, that are pinched off from the unsta
ble, meandering current they are named after. As in large-scale geophysical flows, 
the motion in a soap film is also close to two-dimensional. Laboratory experiments 
by Couder & Basdevant [1] clearly demonstrated the self-organization property of 
such flows: by towing a thin cylinder through the soap film they revealed that the 
wake flow had a remarkably ordered structure consisting of a multitude of dipolar 
vortices. A better understanding of the self-organization process in two-dimensional 
flows is not only relevant to the fields of fluid dynamics mentioned before, but also 
to plasma physics and astrophysics where similar two-dimensional flow phenomena 
are encountered. 

At the Fluid Dynamics Laboratory of the Department of Physics (quasi-) two
dimensional flows are examined in a combined experimental, numerical and theore
tica! approach. Most of the numerical simulation techniques, based on finite differ
ence techniques, contour dynamics, the so-called 'cloud in cell' method, etc. have 

1 



2 Simulations of 2D fiows by means of the speetral element method 

their own merits and are applied to specific model problems. The numerical study of 
flow evolution on a bounded domain where boundary layer effects dominate the flow 
evolution requires the use of simulation techniques with high spatial accuracy. This 
high accuracy can be achieved by employing global approximation techniques where 
the solution is expanded in special high order polynomial series showing superior 
convergence properties by increasing the degree of approximation. This is contrary 
to the finite difference method which is a local method, i.e. derivatives and so on 
are based on local approximations. This approximation generally leads to low order 
algebraic accuracy. Due to the global character of the speetral method and the use 
of the special polynomials the method is not suitable for complex geometries, except 
when domain decomposition techniques are used. 

At the department of Mechanica! Engineering a solution method has recently 
been developed for two-dimensional incompressible flows based on the speetral ele
ment method. This method combines the geometrical flexibility of the well known 
fini te element method with the attractive approximation properties of speetral meth
ods. This method is used to investigate two-dimensional spin-up on rectangular 
domains. A spin-up process may be defined as the adjustment process of the fluid 
in a container which is subjected to a sudden change of angular velocity. The sub
sequent flow of the fluid, seen in a frame relative to a system corotating with the 
container, will decay until the fluid has adopted the new angular velocity. Spin-up 

Figure 1.1: Streamlines for aspect ratio 5) Re=5000) {a)t=O (b)t=15 (c)t=260. 

processes show the typ i cal properties of two-dimensional flows (e.g. the appearance 
of coherent structures) because of the general property of rotating flows suppressing 
vertical fluid excursions as formulated by the Taylor-Proudman theorem (Kundu 
[2]). A typical numerical experiment is shown in figure 1.1. When the quasi-steady 
stage is reached (figure l.lc) the appearance of the flow changes only gradually due 



Introduetion 3 

to viscous decay. These phenomena of flows, tending to large scale vortices on a 
bounded domain, are not only excluded to spin-up processes. The flow in a strati
fied fluid on a bounded domain shows, after disturbing the fluid with a rake or with 
jets, similar flow evolution and decay effects (Flór [3]). 

The two main reasons to study the two-dimensional spin-up process numerically 
are to investigate the flow evolution in a rectangular container with large aspect 
ratio as function of the Reynolds number, and to get more insight in the unsteady 
behaviour of the cells in the array. The first aspect is important because it is not clear 
when subtle effects like small perturbations in the boundary layer or cell positions 
are crucial in the flow evolution. This will be illustrated by a comparison of the flow 
evolution in a container with aspect ratio 5 fora range of Reynolds numbers, and by 
a special case of a container with aspect ratio 6 where a high accuracy calculation 
finally leads toa different flow evolution as the one claimed by Suh [4]. The second 
aspect, the unsteadiness of the cells, is relevant for the study of transport properties 
of an array of slightly perturbed vortices. The main question there is to understand 
the mechanisms which perturb those vortices, and how these perturbations modify 
the transport process along the array of cells. The results presented in this thesis 
give us a first numerical insight in this process. 

Besides the interesting topics in the field of vortex dynamics we want to em
phasize the relevanee of these numerical simulations as a testing tool for this newly 
developed speetral element code. 

In chapter two some basic aspects of two-dimensional flows, including their in
verse energy cascade, will be shown. A brief introduetion to the spin-up process 
is given. Chapter three is devoted to the speetral element method as presented by 
Timmermans in his thesis [5]. The results of the numerical simulations are described 
qualitatively in chapter four, whereas the quantitative results are presented in chap
ter five. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations are summarized in chapter 
SlX. 



Chapter 2 

Self-organizing properties of 2D 
flows on a rectangular domain 

2.1 Introduetion 

Self-organization of two-dimensional flows is insharp contrast with our daily experi
ence with turbulence in three-dimensional flows. Kinetic energy initially distributed 
over both larger and smaller eddies will be transported to smaller scales for three
dimensional turbulent flows, whereas two-dimensional turbulent flows are charac
terized by an inverse energy cascade: in such flows the energy eventually becomes 
concentrated in larger coherent vortex structures, which give the flow an ordered 
appearance. The principal difference between three and two-dimensional fluid dy
namics is the absence of vortex stretching ( and tilting) in the lat ter. This can be 
explained by the Navier-Stokes equation descrihing the flow in a barotropic fluid in 
the velocity-vorticity ( ü, w) formulation, with the vorticity defined as w = \7 x ü, 

Dw aw ( .... ) .... ( .... ) .... 2 .... - = - + u· \7 w = w · \7 u+ v\7 w. 
Dt at 

(2.1) 

The first term on the right-hand side represents the stretching and tilting of vortex 
tubes 1

. When a vortex tube is stretched, the distance of a fluid partiele from the 
axis of the tube will diminish. Consequently, the conservation of angular momenturn 
requires the fluid in the tube to spin up. Consicier now an incompressible two
dimensional flow in the xy-plane. This means that the vorticity vector ( 0, 0, w) 
points in a direction perpendicular to the plane of flow (u, v, 0). As a consequence 
the stretching term in (2.1) is zero. The streamfunction 1/J can be defined according 
to Ü = -êz x \77/J, and by definition it follows that 

(2.2) 

1 A vortex tube is a tube of which the surface is composed of vortex lines. The vorticity at any 
point on a vortex line is always tangential to that line. 

4 



Self-organizing properties of 2D fiows on a rectangular domain 5 

Owing to the absence of stretching or tilting of vortex tubes, barotropic inviscid two
dimensional flows are characterized by conservation of vorticity w, which is expressed 
as 

Dw aw (.... ) .... - =: - + u· V w = 0. 
Dt at 

(2.3) 

Two important additional conserved properties can be derived from the vorticity 
equation (2.3): the kinetic energy E = ~(V~ )2 and the enstrophy V = ~w2 = 
HV2~ ) 2 , which is a measure of tot al vorticity in the flow. Conservat ion of kinetic 
energy per unit mass and per unit surface can be expressedas 

1 roo 
E = 2(V~)2 "'Jo E(~, t)d~ =constant, (2.4) 

and conservation of enstrophy as 

1 2 2 laoo 2 V= -(V ~) "' ~ E(~, t)d~ =constant, 
2 0 

(2.5) 

with ~ the wave number and E( ~, t) representing the speetral energy density in the 
wave number interval (~, ~ + d~) at timet. With these two conservation laws it 
is possible to understand qualitatively the inverse energy cascade. Suppose that 
initially (t = 0) the energy spectrum has a symmetrie peak at ~0 (see figure 2.1). 
As a result of nonlinear interactions of the flow, which we assume to be the basic 

E E 
t = 0 t > 0 

~0 

Figure 2.1: Speetral energy peak initially at ~0 shiftstosmaller wave numbers, illus

trating the inverse energy cascade. 

mechanism of energy transfertoother wave numbers, a redistribution of kinetic en
ergy will take place. During this process the total amount of kinetic energy remains 
constant, i.e. broadening of the speetral distribution must result in alowering of the 
peak value. However, symmetrie broadening of the speetral distribution cannot take 
place because this would imply an increase of enstrophy, which is in vialation with 
(2.5). As a consequence, there must be a larger speetral flux of energy to smaller 
wavelengths than to larger wavelengths. This means that energy is transferred to 
the larger scales of motion. 
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In Nature and in experiments we can abserve this inverse energy cascade in 
the emergence of large coherent vortex structures, a process referred to as the self
organization of two-dimensional flows. This rather intricate phenomenon of ordering 
in two-dimensional flows has been demonstrated by e.g. van Heijst & Flór [6] and 
Flór [3] in experiments in stratified fluids. Studies by Melander, McWilliams & 
Zabusky [7] showed that in any two-dimensional flow, the inverse energy cascade 
leads to the formation of vortices of the largest possible scale, while simultaneously 
the vortices have the tendency to become axisymmetric. On a bounded domain, 
this will lead to circular vortices of a scale that is determined by the minimum 
horizontal dimension of the domain. Another important aspect is that these flows 
are essentially influenced by the boundaries. The evolution to cell patterns and the 
exchange of vorticity between the individual cells are interesting topics to investigate 
because of their applications in geophysical and engineering fields. 

Several forcing methods can be applied in order to study the flow evolution on a 
bounded domain to the final stage. In section 2.2 the spin-up process is explained, 
and in 2.3 other forcing methods are discussed. 

2.2 Two-dimensional spin-up 

Spin-up is the adjustment process of the fluid in a container which is subjected to 
a sudden change of angular velocity. This change of the angular velocity can be 
considered as a forcing mechanism. In the final stage of the spin-up process the flow 
evolves to a solid body rotation of the fluid, but now with the new angular velocity. 

Up to 1989 most of the studies on the spin-up process were restricted to axisym
metric containers [8] - [10]. A new development in the experimental and numerical 
investigations of the spin-up process is spin-up of a fluid in non-axisymmetric con
tainers like squares and reetangles e.g. by van Heijst, Davies & Davis [11] and van de 
Konijnenberg, Anderson, Billdal & van Heijst [12] and Suh [4], annuli with a harrier 
e.g. by van Heijst [13], and a semi-eireular domain e.g. by Andersson, Billdal & van 
Heijst [14]. An overview of recent results can be found in the thesis by van de Koni
jnenberg [15]. Significant departures from the spin-up in an axisymmetric geometry 
are found, characterized by separation of the flow from the side walls. This leads 
to more complicated streamline patterns of both vortices rotating faster than the 
container ( cyclonic vortices) and vortices rotating slower than the container ( anticy
clonic vortices). Because of the complexity these phenomena do not lend themselves 
to an analytica! approach and therefore numerical and experimental methods have 
to be applied to investigate these phenomena. 

The self-organization of the flow during the adjustment process can be under
stood by consiclering the fluid motion in the container immediately after increasing 
the angular velocity of the container from 0 - .6.0 to 0 at t = 0. In a coordinate 
system corotating with the container one observes a large anticyclonic cell that fills 
the domain entirely; this motion arises because of the inability of the fluid to follow 
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the change in rotation of the boundaries. At t = o+ boundary layers are set up 
and cyclonic vorticity, generated in the boundary layers, will be advected by the 
primary anticyclonic flow along the sicles of the container. In the subsequent stage 
it is observed that the advected cyclonic vorticity gets accumulated in cyclonic cells 
in the corners of the domain, with the cells at the downstream ends of the longer 
side walls being larger and more intense than those in the corners downstream of the 
short er walls. The larger cells are then seen to grow and migrate into the interior, 
upon which complicated, irregular flow patterns may be observed; the details of 
the flow evolution in this transition stage depend on the rotation parameters n and 
~n, and the horizontal aspect ratio {j = L/ B, with L and B the length and width 
of the tank, respectively. During these stages the flow is to a good approximation 
two-dimensional. Via a complicated process of interactions between cells (new cells 
being formed by accumulation of viscously-generated wall vorticity) the flow is fi
nally observed to organize into an array of counter-rotating cells which completely 
fill the domain. This quasi-steady vortex pattem then slowly decays. 

2.2.1 Problem definition 

The motion of incompressible viseaus fluids is described by the Navier-Stokes equa
tions. In fluids with background rotation it is more convenient to describe the flow 
in a corotating frame. Therefore we start with the two-dimensional incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations in a reference frame corotating with the constant angular 
velocity n of the container 

éJii (.... ) .... 1 V 2.... n .... V( 1 n2 2) é)t + u· V u= -P p + vV u- 2u x u- 2u r , 

V·u= o, 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

with r the distance to the rotation axis. The last two terms on the right-hand 
side of (2.6) are a result of the rotation of the coordinate system. They represent 
the Coriolis and the centrifugal acceleration respectively. For two-dimensional flows 
thesetermscan be combined with the pressure gradient, and a new pressure can be 
defined. First, the terms have to be written as a gradient of some function, yielding: 

• V rPcor = 2D X U ===} rPcor = 2f!'I/J 

The operation on the Coriolis contribution is allowed because the curl on this term 
equals zero for purely two-dimensional flows. U sing these functions, we define the 
reduced pressure as 

Pr = (p + PrPcentr + PrPcor) 

Exploiting this pressure, the set of equations to he solved is 

(2.8) 
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au (-+ n)-+ 1 2-+ - + u· v u= --V P. + vV u at p r ' 
on V 

V· u= 0, 

u( x, y, t = 0) = uo, 
u= 0, 

on V 

the starting flow on V 

on av 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

with V the domain and av its boundary. As a consequence the real pressure is 
not straightforwardly available, but our main interests lie in streamfunction and 
vorticity (both derived from the velocity). This (re)formulation of the Navier-Stokes 
equations enables us to use the speetral element method in the standard velocity
pressure formulation. Finally we want to emphasize that the dynamica! effects of 
background rotation, although not explicitly visible in our approach ( except in the 
reduced pressure ), are important at an earlier stage. It is just the strong background 
rotation which allows a dimensional reduction from 3D to 2D, of the N avier-Stokes 
equations via application of the Taylor-Proudman theorem. This is to first order a 
correct simplification. 

2.2.2 Starting flow 

The flow immediately after the impulsive increase of the angular velocity is referred 
to as the starting flow. Since the absolute vorticity on t = o+ of a fluid element can 
be changed by viscous ditfusion only, far from the side walls the absolute vorticity 
is unaffected by the increase in angular velocity of the container. Immediately after 
the increase in angular velocity from 0-~0 to 0, we find from the relation between 
absolute and relative vorticity 

(2.13) 

and 
Wabs = 2(0- ~0), (2.14) 

that the relative vorticity is given by 

(2.15) 

On a two-dimensional domain this leads to a Poisson equation for the streamfunction 
'Ij; (defined as in equation (2.2)): 

(2.16) 

with 'Ij; = 0 on the lateral boundaries of the domain. In spin-up from rest to low 
angular velocities, 2~!1 may be replaced by 2!1 (see (2.14)). 
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The starting flow for simple geometries can be obtained analytically. An ana
lytica! expression for the streamfuncion 'Ij; of the starting flow on a rectangular 
domain with length L and width B can be derived from the following partial differ
ential equation: 

{ 

\7 21/J = 2D, 
x = 0, L, 0 :::; y :::; B : 
y = 0, B, 0:::; x:::; L: 

'Ij;= 0, 
'Ij;= 0. 

(2.17) 

This problem can he solved by finding a particular solution, denoted by 1/Jpar, and 
solving the homogeneaus problem \721/Jhom = 0 by separation of variables, resulting 
in an expression for 1/Jhom (van Heijst et al. [11]). The total solution 1/Jpar + 1/Jhom is 
then given by 

1/J(x,y) 
8DL2 00 sin ((2n + 1) (1;)) sinh ((2n + 1) cr(BL-y))) + sinh ((2n + 1) (r)) 
~ ~ (2n + 1)

3 
sinh ((2n + 1) ( zp)) 

+ (x 2 -xL)n. (2.18) 

In Figure 2.2 a contour plot of this streamfunction is shown with accompanying 
vorticity plot for 8 = 5. Laboratory experiments by van Heijst, Davies & Davis 

Figure 2.2: Streamfunction and vorticity plot for an impulsively started spin-up 
process at t=O. The aspect ratio 8 = 5. (The vorticity is confined to a thin layer at 
the boundaries). 

[11] have revealed the eventual formation of an array of counter-clockwise rotating 
cells. As explained before, the formation is primarily caused by friction at the side 
walls. Another interesting feature is that a small perturbation can result (for certain 
Reynolds numbers associated with a certain aspect ratio) in a completely different 
cell pattern. This feature may be called critical, sirree the choice between two dif
ferent patterns is decided by a small uncertain perturbation that is uncontrollable 
in the experiment. 

Although the Taylor-Proudman theorem states that the flow in a rotating con
tainer tends to become two-dimensional (by suppressing the vertical velocity vari
ations ), several three-dimensional effects develop during the spin-up process. For 
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example, the shape of the free surface is parabolic, an obvious consequence of the 
appearance of centrifugal forces caused by the rotation. This means that the wa
terheight is a function of the horizontal position. And because potential vorticity 
is conserved this implies that the relative vorticity of the vortices is also a function 
of the horizontal position. Another feature absent in two-dimensional spin-up, is 
the formation of Ekman-layers (Kundu [2]), which causes a secondary Ekman-flow 
responsible for stretching of vortex-tubes (in the case of spin-up). In axisymmetric 
containers, this mechanism for spin-up is much more efficient than viseaus ditfusion 
of vorticity. Spin-up in non-axisymmetric containers is mainly controlled by ad
vection of wall-generated vorticity, which can be investigated with two-dimensional 
simulations, but three-dimensional effects as Ekman suction, which influences the 
decay process of the cyclonic and anticyclonic cells ( although both kinds of cells in 
a different way), are still present. 

Despite these additional three-dimensional effects as seen in laboratory experi
ments, much can be learnt from purely two-dimensional simulations. Because the 
starting flow of spin-up can be obtained analytically and behaves well (smooth and 
divergence free 2

), it is also suitable for testing the speetral element code. Recently 
Suh [4] performed numerical experiments of two-dimensional spin-up in a rectan
gle, basedon a finite difference method, solving the Navier-Stokes equations in the 
vorticity-streamfunction formulation. In his work the length was scaled by B, the 
time by 1 /2f2 and the velocity by 2Bf2. The Reynolds number is then defined as 

(2.19) 

with v the kinematic viscosity. These sealing definitions are also applied here, thus 
enabling straightforward comparisons of our results with those of Suh. 

2.3 Other forcing methods 

Selforganization of two-dimensional flows can also be observed when other forcing 
methods are applied. Flór [3] performed several laboratory experiments in rectan
gular tanks in which the flow in a stratified fluid is driven by two horizontal jets. 
Another example of a global forcing, used by Flór [3], is stirring with a rake to 
generate quasi two-dimensional turbulence on the entire domain. In both types of 
experiments the flow becomes organized in a cellular pattem similar to that observed 
in the spin-up experiments. Experiments with jet-forced flows were performed by 
an arrangement of two horizontal jets of which the nozzles were placed anti-parallel 
at the middle of the long side walls (see figure 2.3). In this experiment, the fluid 
injection lasted for three minutes. Right after the forcing period ( t = 0), the flow 
is dominated by two strong cyclonic vortices. In the boundary layers at the side 

2 Boundary conditions not included 
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c) 

d) 

Figure 2.3: Sequence of plan-view photographs showing streaklines of tracers in a 
stratified fiuid of the evolution of a jet-Joreed flow in a rectangular domain with 
aspect ratio 8 = 4, (a)t=O s, (b)t=90 s, (c)t=180 s, (d)t=1020 s. From Flór [3}. 
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walls of these vortices anticyclonic vorticity is generated, creating two vortices at 
the downstream end of the long side walls, and two weak anticyclonic vortices in 
the central region. Finally the flow evolves to a five-cell equilibrium, corresponding 
to the spin-up flow evolution. In order to simulate such flow evolutions (including 
the forcing period), a model of a jet has to be employed. Difficulties arise from 
the fact that models of two-dimensional jets in the literature prescribe flows that 
are not divergence free at the injection points. This causes the numerical scheme 
to blow up, as it is a condition that the initial (numerical) velocity field should be 
divergence free. Because it is difficult to prescribe a divergence free velocity field 
of a jet, we attempted to prescribe the forcing period of the jet flow. A first onset 
is clone by rnadeling these flows by prescrihing the veloeities in x-direction in the 
jet-area with smooth exponential functions (producing low values of the divergence 
of the velocity field) with non-zero veloeities at the boundaries of the container. In 
figure (2.4) the velocity distri bution ( used in a simulation of which the results are 
presented in chapter 4) is shown by indicating the velocity veetors at the nocles for 
8 = 4. The velocity distribution of the upper-left region is prescribed as: 

1 i;;;; 

Figure 2.4: Jet forcing methad showing the velocity veetors added every timestep 
during the forcing period. 

u = -voe-256(y-1)4 e-4(x-1)2; 0 < x < 2, 0.5 < y < 1. (2.20) 

In order to simulate the jet injection, this velocity field is added every time step 
during the forcing-period to the velocity field from the previous step. The relative 
divergence of the velocity field during the forcing phase is of order 10-5

, which is 
better compared to the results obtained for the initial flow during spin-up. Beyond 
the moment we stop forcing the value of the relative divergence drops to 10-6-10-7

. 

This method is, of course, not quite realistic, but the results obtained for the flow 
evolution compare very well with the flow fields obtained by Flór [3). 



Chapter 3 

Speetral element methods 

This chapter is devoted to clarify the used salution method. In broad outlines this 
is an overview of the approach of Timmermans. Fora more sophisticated exposition 
of this scheme, we therefore refer to the thesis of Timmermans [5]. 

3.1 Introduetion 

Partial differential equations can be solved by applying several approximation the
ories. An important class of salution procedures cover the so-called integral ap
proaches. Each of these approaches can be applied on a subdomain or on the entire 
domain of interest to the partial differential equation. The most common integral 
methods are the finite-element methods and the speetral methods, and both are 
based on the basic weighted-residual foundation of approximation methods. 

Speetral methods are characterized by the property that for problems with a 
salution that is sufficiently smooth, exponential accuracy is obtained by expanding 
the salution in a series of special expansion functions, whereas the finite-element 
approximation obtains at most algebraic convergence, due to the low order basis 
fundions per element. However, the use of a global approximation makes the spec
tral approach not suitable for application to problems with complex geometries, 
contrary to the finite-element method. The speetral element method exploits the 
common weighted-residual foundation of speetral and finite-element techniques, so 
as to achieve both rapid convergence and geometrie flexibility. 

Before speetral and speetral element methods are discussed, we shall give in sec
tion 3.2 a short overview of the basic weighted-residual foundation of approximation 
methods. The speetral approximation will be discussed in section 3.3. Then, in 
section 3.4, we describe how the speetral method can be combined with the finite
element method to obtain the speetral element method. Section 3.5 is devoted to 
the software package SEPRAN. Finally, in 3.6 the used scheme is clarified for solving 
the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. 

13 
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3.2 The weighted-residual method 

This technique is based on the formulation of an integral equation by multiplying 
the partial differential equation, e.g. denoted by l,c = f, by a weighting-function 
w( x) and then by integrating over the domain of interest. This integral relationship 
J l,cwdx = J fwdx is used as a basis in the solution procedure. 

Encompassed in the weighted-residual method is the variational method, in 
which a variational formulation is used, which is the numerical equivalent of the dif
ferential equation. However, a variational formulation can only be applied to special 
cases, and is not easily extended to general problems. Therefore in most problems 
the more common weighted-residual method will be used. In the weighted-residual 
method we substitute an assumed analytica! approximation with unknown coeffi
cients into the integral equation to obtain one or more relations for the unknowns. 
The key elements of the weighted-residual method are the trial or expansion func
tions and the testfunctions. The trial fundions are used as basis fundions for a 
truncated series expansion of the solution to a partial differential equation. The 
testfundions are used to ensure that the differential equation is satisfied as closely 
as possible by the truncated series expansion of the solution. This is achieved by 
minimizing the residual, i.e. the error in the differential equation produced by using 
the truncated expansion instead of the exact solution, with respect to a suitable 
norm. 

The choice of the trial fundions is one of the features that distinguish speetral 
methods from finite-element methods. The trial functions for speetral methods are 
infinitely differentiable global functions, usually trigonometrie functions, in the case 
of a Fourier expansion, or Legendre and Chebychev polynomials. In case of finite
element methods the trial fundions are local in character. 

To elucidate the concept of speetral convergence of a numerical approximation 
method, the differential equation l,c = f on a domain V is taken as starting point. 
Here [, is a continuous positive-definite differential operator with as domain the 
linear vector space U, a subspace of a Hilbert space V and f E C0 ('D). The weighted
residual formulation for this problem then yields: 

Find c E U such that (I,c- f, v )v = 0, Vv E V, (3.1) 

with (.,. )v the inner product in V, and v E V the testfunctions. A result from 
the Lax-Milgram lemma, see e.g. Ciariet [16], is that if operator [, satisfies certain 
conditions, problem (3.1) has a unique solution c E U. 
Now we choose an ( n + 1 )-dimensional subspace Uh c U with basis 'Pi( i = 0, ... , n ), 
enabling to write the approximate solution Ch E uh as 

n 

ch(x) = 2::::Ci'Pi(x), (3.2) 
t=o 

with coefficients Ci the unknowns. In an analogous way the space of test functions V 
is discretized by a ( n + 1 )-dimensional subspace Vh with basis 'lj;i( k = 0, ... , n ). The 
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weighted-residual formulation (3.1) can now be represented in the discrete form: 

Find Ch E uh such that (.Cch- j, vh)V = 0, (3.3) 

or equivalently: 

Find Ch E uh such that (.Cch- j, 'l/Jk)v = 0, k = o, ... ,n. (3.4) 

Since Vh is also a Hilbert space, the Lax-Milgram lemma is still applicable, yielding 
a unique approximation salution eh E Uh. If both the space of discrete solutions 
and the space of test functions are chosen with the same basis, the methad is called 
a Galerkin method, otherwise the methad is called a Petrov-Galerkin method. If 
the variational formulation to equation (3.1) for the Galerkin domain decomposition 
methad is used, the basis for the numerical scheme is 

FindcEVsuchthat a(c,v)=(f,v)v, VvEV, (3.5) 

with the functions v E V again the testfunctions. If a(.,.) satisfies certain condi
tions, application of the Lax-Milgram lemma states that problem (3.5) has a unique 
salution c E V. Again approximating V by the (n + 1)-dimensional subspace Vh 
with basis 'l/Ji ( k = 0, ... , n) yields the discrete problem: 

(3.6) 

or equivalently: 

k = o, ... ,n. (3.7) 

The lemma of Céa ( Ciarlet, [16]) states that the error 11 c - eh 11 v is bounded 
by the smallest distance 11 c - vh llv. In other words, the approximation Ch is 
the best approximation for c in the space Vh ( see figure 3.1). The idea behind 

V 
c 

infll e- vh llv 

Ch I 
___ .L___ ______ _. .. ~.L-------------------

Figure 3.1: Galerkin 'best approximation result '. 

speetral methods is to obtain a more accurate salution by decreasing the distance 
inf 11 c- vh llv. This is clone by increasing n, the dimension of the approximation 
space vh. 
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3.3 Speetral approximation 

We consider the expansion of a funetion c( x) in terms of an infinite sequence of 
orthogonal funetions 'Pi 

00 

c(x) = LCil.fJi(x), (3.8) 
i=O 

with ei the expansion coefficients and 'Pi the expansion functions. This defines a 
linear transformation between c( x) and the sequence of its expansion coefficients. 
We call this transformation the continuous transfarm between the physical space and 
the speetral space. If the system of orthogonal funetions is complete in a suitable 
Rilhert space, relation (3.8) can be inverted. Thus c( x) can be described both 
through its values in the physical space and through its coefficients in the speetral 
space. 

The expansion coefficients ei depend on all the values of c( x) in physical space, 
therefore they can rarely be computed exaetly. Using the nocles of high precision 
quadrature formulas, a fini te number of approximate expansion coefficients can easily 
be computed using the values of c( x) in these nodes. This procedure defines a 
discrete transfarm between the values of c( x) in the quadrature points and the set 
of approximate expansion coefficients. If the properties of accuracy are retained 
in replacing the continuous transfarm with the discrete transform, the interpolant 
series can be used instead of the truncated series in the approximation of funetions. 
The essential point behind speetral methods is that the expansion funetions are 
chosen such that the expansion 

N 

cN(x) = LCil.fJi(x), (3.9) 
i=O 

has the property of exponential accuracy by letting N ---t oo if the approximated 
funetion is sufficiently smooth. The convergence rate is therefore determined by the 
smoothness of that function. Let us now consider once more the expansion of a 
funetion c( x) in terms of an infinite sequence of orthogonal funetions (3.8). In case 
of periadie funetions the obvious expansions are those with Fourier series. A well
known result of the Fourier theory states that the ith coefficient of the Fourier series 
of a periadie smooth funetion decays faster than any inverse power of i ( Canuto et 
al. [17]). This property of exponential ( or speetral) accuracy can also be obtained 
for non-periadie funetions if we expand a smooth funetion c( x) in terms of eigen
funetions of a singular Sturm-Liouville problem on the domain ( -1, 1). The two 
most commonly used in this class are the Chebyshev and Legendre polynomials. 
For a more elaborate discussion on this matter, see Canuto et al. [17]. 
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3.4 The speetral element method 

The speetral element approximation method seems to be a perfect synthesis be
tween the accurate speetral method and the flexible finite-element method. In this 
approach the exponential convergence of the speetral method is obtained within the 
geometrically flexible framework of the finite element foundation. 
In order to establish the concepts of speetral elements, reconsider the variational 
equation (3.5) of a differential equation on domain V 

Find e E V such that a(e,v) = (f,v), Vv EV. (3.10) 

The first step in the speetral element discretization process is to break up the domain 
V into ne non-overlapping elements 'De 

(3.11) 

Next, the space of acceptable solutions V is discretized. The space of approximation 
for the salution e( x) is taken to be the ( n + 1 )-dimensional subspace Vh of V defined 
as 

(3.12) 

where Pn('De) denotes the space of polynomials in 'De of degree ~ n. The variational 
problem can now be written as: 

ne ne 

Find eh E vh such that La( eh, vh)'De = L:U, vh)'Del Vvh E vh, (3.13) 
e=1 e=1 

where the subscript 'De denotes the restrietion to element 'De. In general equation 
(3.13) cannot be implemented without numerical quadrature. The used quadrature 
(Timmermans [5]) is defined by 

1
1 n 

-1 p(y)dy = EP(6)!k, VpE Pzn-1(-1,1), (3.14) 

where f,k are the Legendre Gauss-Lobatto points and /k the Legendre Gauss-Lobatto 
weights. An affine transformation is required to use the quadrature which maps 
each element 'De to the standard element e = [-1, 1] (x E 'De -+ y E e). Due to 
this transformation and applying the quadrature to the system the following fully 
discrete problem appears 

ne ne 

Find eh E vh such that La( eh, vh)gi = L:U, vh)gi, Vvh E vh, (3.15) 
e=1 e=1 

with 'gl' indicating that the system is based on the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature. This 
equation can be seen as the complete speetral element discretization of the original 
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differential equation. Implementation of the discrete system makes it necessary to 
choose a suitable basis for the approximation space Vh. A Legendre Gauss-Lobatto 
Lagrangian interpolant basis is used to represent a function in Vh. The Lobatto 
points include the boundary points of the element e = [-1, 1), which is important 
because of the inter-elemental coupling. The basis functions <Pi(Y) (i = 0, ... , n) 
satisfy 

i= 0, ... ,n, 
i,j=O, ... ,n. 

(3.16) 

As an example some Lagrange polynomials <Pï(Y) are shown for n = 8 in figure 3.2. 
The approximate solution eh in each element 'De can be written as 

I 
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Figure 3.2: Basis functions <Pi(Y) (i= O,i = 2,i = 4) through the Legendre Gauss
Lobalto points for n = 8. 

n 

eh(x) = L:ei<Pi(Y) (x E 'De --7 y E e), (3.17) 
i=O 

where ei= ch(xi)· Additionally it is convenient to represent the souree term f(x) in 
termsof the basis in vh. Substitution of eh, !h and the test function Vh into equation 
(3.15) in the standard Galerkin way yields the discrete matrix system 

Sc= Mf, (3.18) 

with S the so-called system matrix and M the mass matrix. 
The global character of the approximation causes the system matrix S to begenerally 
rather full. Consequently, a direct method for the solution of the speetral system 
becomes rather costly with respect to both storage and processing time. 

At the department of Mechanical Engineering the concept of speetral element 
methods was used to develop an accurate and effi.cient solution method for two
dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Furthermore the method was 
implemented in SEPRAN. Efficiency of the scheme is for example obtained by the 
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use of iterative techniques and using finite-element preconditioning. By using an 
iterative solver, the full speetral element system matrix no longer needs to be stored, 
resulting in a more efficient memory usage. Before we elucidate the used Navier
Stokes solving scheme, the software package SEPRAN is described. 

3.5 SEPRAN 

SEPRAN is a finite-element method package (Segal [18]) developed for solving par
tial differential equations. The package has an open structure. It is a complex of 
subroutines written in Fortran, with all souree codes available. The usage of the 
package consists basically of writing a Fortran program, the main program, in which 
subroutines from the package are called. In addition to the main program an in
put file is required with information about the problem intended to solve. This 
information consists of 

• domain and its subdivision (mesh), 

• problem definition, 

• boundary conditions, 

• parameters and coefficients. 

Within the structure of SEPRAN the speetral element method is implemented for 
two-dimensional problems. Furthermore, a main program is used (Timmermans [5]) 
for solving two-dimensional incompressible N avier-Stokes problems. 

3.6 Solving Navier-Stokes problems 

The salution methods for solving the Navier-Stokes equations for unsteady incom
pressible fluid fiows are still important topics in the field of computational fluid 
dynamics. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, in the primitive variabie 
formulation, are 

aa ( .... n).... 1'("7 n2 .... at + U · V U = - p V p + V V U, 

\l·ii=O 

Ü= ûr 

on V 

on V 

on av 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

There are numerous approaches to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. The set of 
equations can be solved directly in the coupled form. However, an important disad
vantage is that the system of equations becomes very large. Consequently, a lot of 
computing time is required. 
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For the salution of unsteady N avier-Stokes flow perhaps one of the most success
ful approaches is provided by the class of projection methods (Gresho [19]). In a 
projection method the velocity and pressure are decoupled by taking the divergence 
of the momenturn equation. This results in a general convection-diffusion equation 
for the velocity, and a Poisson equation for the pressure. In the method developed 
by Timmermans [5] and Timmermans, van de Vosse & Minev [20] the convection
diffusion problem is solved using an operator splitting approach. This approach 
decouples the convection-diffusion problem into a pure convection problem and a 
pure diffusion problem. Both problems are then solved by suitable time-integrations 
with (if necessary) different time-steps. For the diffusion problem a semi-implicit 
backward difference scheme is used and for the convection part an explicit Taylor
Galerkin time-integration is applied. The Poisson equation for the pressure is solved 
using iterative finite-element preconditioning. 

In the algorithm by Timmermans [5], a pressure correction method (a particular 
application of the projection method) is used. In this scheme an intermediate veloc
ity is computed by taking the pressure at a previous time-level. This intermediate 
velocity is in general not divergence free. By taking the divergence of the momenturn 
equation and enforcing the incompressibility constraint, a Poisson equation for the 
pressure correction is obtained. U sing the corrected pressure, the new ( divergence 
free) velocity and the new pressure can be computed. 

For a complete description of this scheme we refer to Timmermans [5]. A sum
marized version of the code is described in appendix A. 



Chapter 4 

Numerical simulations 

4.1 Initialization procedures 

The simulation program is heavily dependent on SEPRAN subroutines, but to use 
the program some initialization procedures have to be followed and some adjust
ments have to he made. The latter mainly consists of the implementation of correct 
initial conditions, setting up an input file as described insection 3.5, and construct
ing an algorithm for the numerical calculation of the vorticity. The first step of 
the initialization procedure is to define the geometry and the mesh. This is defined 
in a simple way in the input file. To illustrate the simplicity of this procedure an 
example is shown in figure 4.1 of a rectangular geometry divided into 27 elements 
with 49 nocles per element. All element boundaries have common nocles except the 

mesh2D 
points 

pl= 0.0,0.01 
p2= 3.0,0.0 
p3= 3.0,1.0 
p4= 0.0,1.0 

curves 
cl=l!nellpl,p2,nelm=91 
c2=linel p2,p3,nelm=3 
c3=linel p3,p4,nelm=9 
c4=linel p4,pl,nelm=3 

surfaces 
sl =rectangle5 ( 9,3 ,cl ,c2 ,c3,c4) 

meshsurf 
selml=(sl) 

intermediate points 
sidepoints=5, subdivision=legendre, midpoints=filled 
renurnher 

end 

Figure 4.1: Example of a speetral mesh on a rectangular domain. 

element boundaries at the domain boundary. In this case the total number of grid 
points is 19x55 = 1045. The higher density of nocles at the domain boundaries has 
an interesting side issue, because it supplementsus with a high density of collocation 
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points ( and thus a high spatial resolution) to resolve the boundary layer evolution 
in more detail. 

The next step is to set up the time step parameters in the input file. As indicated 
in section 3.6 it is possible to use different time step lengths to solve the decoupled 
convection-diffusion problem. The variabie nstep in the input file represents the 
number of diffusion steps and mstep the number of convection steps per diffusion 
step. In most of the spin-up simulations mstep was equal to one. The input file 
also has to contain information concerning the problem definition and the types 
of boundaries. Sirree velocity and pressure are treated separately, SEPRAN needs 
two problem definition blocks, yielding a velocity definition and pressure definition 
block in the input file. Both problems are then indicated with a unique problem 
definition number informing SEPRAN which (standard) problem to solve. Finally 
the constauts needed in de N avier-Stokes equation (p, TJ) are set in the input file 
(in the present simulations p = 1000 and TJ = 10-3 ). The initial velocity field is 
defined in the main program. For the spin-up problem the velocity is calculated 
from the derivatives of the streamfunction given by (2.18) (u = %'!J, v = -~). It 
can be shown that the first 250 terms in the summation (2.18) suffice to obtain 
converged values (consistent with the accuracy of the speetral element code which 
is of order 10-6 ) for the velocity field. In order to determine the streamfunction 1/J 

from the newly calculated velocity field the SEPRAN-routine STREAM can be used. 
To calculate vorticity, in the two-dimensional case a scalar function, the divergence 
operator .Cis applied on the following 'velocity' vector: ( +v, -u), 

w = .c iJ = av - au 
ax 8y 

( 4.1) 

Contour plots of the vorticity wand streamfunction 1/J created by SEPRAN-routine 
PLOTC1 show sometimes strange bends of contour lines on a small scale. This is 
caused by the old plot routine PLOTC1 that takes no advantage of the calculated 
speetral polynomials but only uses the values on the corresponding finite element 
mesh and applies linear interpolation techniques to produce the picture. 

4.2 Accuracy and validation 

The projection method as described in chapter 3 is aimed to obtain a divergence free 
velocity field. This makes the divergence of the velocity field an important quantity 
that provides us with an indication of the reliability of the numerical data. The 
main program therefore calculates this quantity frequently. The absolute maximum 
value of the divergence of the velocity field in typical spin-up simulations is initially 
of order 10-2 and rapidly drops in time to order 10-6

• 

In order to check whether the spatial and time discretisation is not too coarse one 
can increase the number of elements, grid points and time steps. If the results match 
with the former calculations ( especially in the long term evolution) then the chosen 
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discretisation in the former case was sufficient. For the different spin-up simulations 
a CFL condition (Fletcher [21]) is applied which states that for one specific grid 
the fastest moving fluid partiele on the domain needs some minimum number of 
time steps to cross the minimum grid point distance. This implies that refining the 
grid should be accompanied by arefinement in time steps. In most of the spin-up 
calculations the number of diffusion time steps needed for the fastest moving fluid 
partiele to pass the minimum grid point distance was set equal to fifteen. 

The global results of the flow evolution also need to satisfy some qualitative crite
ria. Firstly the streamfunction and vorticity plots have to be physically convincing. 
This means that ( especially for low Reynolds numbers) these plots are smooth and 
should roughly coincide with the early stages observed in spin-up experiments as 
performed by van Heijst et al. [11] and by van de Konijnenberg et al. [12]. Be
si des these experiments Suh [4] also performed numerical work on two-dimensional 
spin-up in rectangular domains. By using the same sealing, this work can directly 
be compared with our results. A last ( or rather first) checking possibility originates 
from the fact that the spin-up problem ( with a symmetrie starting flow) is solved on 
a symmetrie domain and therefore the flow should stay symmetrie during the flow 
evolution. 

4.3 The spin-up process; effects of aspect ratio 
and Reynolds number 

In this section the streamfunction and vorticity plots are discussed qualitatively for 
simulations in domains with different aspect ratios and for several Reynolds numbers. 
The relevant parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 4.1. The 

exp fJ = Lj B Re Elements Grid points nstep/tend mstep CFL cond. 
1 3 5000 4x12 33x97 3.0 1 15 
2 5 1000 4x20 33x161 0.6 1 15 
3 5 2500 4x20 33x161 1.5 1 15 
4 5 5000 4x20 33x161 3.0 1 15 
5 5 7500 4x20 33x161 4.4 1 15 
6 5 10000 4x20 33x161 5.8 1 15 
7 5 15000 4x20 33x161 8.8 1 15 
8 5 19000 4x20 33x161 15.0 1 19 
9 6 5000 4x24 33x193 5.0 2 25 

Table 4.1: Summary of the numerical spin-up experiments. 

presented streamfunction and vorticity plots are indicated with the dimensionless 
time. 
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Figure 4.2: Streamfunction (left) and vorticity (right) contour plots, Re=5000, 8 = 
3, (a)t=O, (b)t=2.5, (c)t=7.5, (d)t=15, (e)t=22.5, (f)t=27.5, (g)t=40, (h)t=52.5, 
(i)=147.5. 
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4.3.1 Spin-up; aspect ratio 3 

Because of the nonzero velocity components along the side walls, immediately after 
changing the angular velocity of the container a thin vorticity layer is formed at the 
lateral boundaries caused by the no-slip condition, see the vorticity in figure 4.2a. 
As the boundary layer grows, vorticity is advected to the corners of the domain, 
creating four cyclonic cells ( c). The cells at the left- top and right-bottorn disappear 
as time progresses ( d) while the other two cells are enlarged. This causes the primary 
cell ( anticyclonic) to shrink. A quasi-steady equilibrium stage begins, in which each 
corner-cell accupies one-third of the domain. This regular three-cell pattem is almost 
unchanged during the quasi-steady state, although the entire flow decays slowly due 
to friction. The vorticity plots (g) and ( h) show that the separatrices bend off 
to one of the vortex cells near the stagnation points, indicating the possibility of 
fluid exchange between the cells. A comparison of these numerical simulations with 
numerical work by Suh [4] shows good agreement. His results are presented in figure 
4.3. The streamfunction figures 4.3a, c and h agree very well with those in figure 
4.2a, d and g respectively. 

Figure 4.3: Streamlines for 8=3, Re=5000, (a)t=O, (b)t=10, (c)t=15, (d)t=20, 
(e)t=25, (f)t=30, (g)t=35, (h)t=40. The solid lines correspond to the anticyclonic 
rotation, and the dashed lines to the cyclonic rotation. All streamlines are plotted 
with 0.01 increment of streamfunction. From Suh [4]. 
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4.3.2 Spin-up; aspect ratio 5 

Re=lOOO 
During the first phase of this spin-up process the flow evolution is similar to the {) = 3 
spin-up from the previous subsection. Again, see figure 4.4b, cyclonic cells at the 

Figure 4.4: Streamfunction {left) and vorticity (right) contour plots, b=5, Re=1000, 
(a)t=O, (b)t=11, {c)t=23, (d)t=31, {e)t=51, (f)t=134-

end of the long downstream boundaries are continuously fed with negative vorticity 
generated at the boundaries, resulting in subsequent cell growth. The low veloeities 
allow the viscous layers at the boundaries to broaden, occupying a considerable 
part of the domain. The growth of the cyclonic cells prevents the central cell from 
splitting into two anticyclonic cells (figure 4.4c and d). The flow evolves to a three
cell quasi-equilibrium, with a relatively strong anticyclonic central vortex and two 
elongated cyclonic cells. 

Re=2500 
In contrast with the previous case, the cyclonic vortices at the end of the downstream 
boundaries are growing fast and, as far as strength and size are concerned, are 
comparable with the central vortex (see figure 4.5c). This fast growth causes the 
central cell to be cut in three, creating two weak anticyclonic cells at both ends of 
the domain (see the vorticity contours in figure 4.5c and d). Almost immediately 
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after this break up, these weak cells are fed with like-sign vorticity created at the 
side walls by the cyclonic cells (see figure 4.5d and e). As time progresses, the flow 
tencis to a five-cell pattern which decays quasi-statically due to friction. 

Figure 4.5: Streamfunction (left) and vorticity (right} contour plots1 8=51 Re=25001 

(a)t=01 (b)t=151 (c}t=251 (d}t=351 (e}t=401 (J)t=551 (g)t=72.51 (h)t=247.5. 

Re=5000 
The trend expected for higher Reynolds numbers, faster cell growth at the down
stream corners, can be seen in figure 4.6b. During the formation of the cyclonic cells 
( b), anticyclonic cells ( caused by friction of the cyclonic vort i ces with the boundaries) 
are formed moving towards the central cell, later on merging with the central cell. 
At t = 30 the cyclonic cells are already stronger than the central vortex. Again the 
quasi-stationary flow field is composed of five cells. Again we compare our results 
with the simulation data by Suh [4] for 8 = 5 and Re=5000. In figure 4.7 we have 
presented his results (only half of the container is shown). Especially figures 4.7a, 
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Figure 4.6: Streamfunction {left) and vorticity {right) contour plots, 8=5, Re=5000, 
(a)t=O, (b)t=20, {c)t=30, {d)t=35, {e)t=40, (f)t=55, (g)t=97.5, {h)t=247.5. 

c, d and e can be compared with ours (figures 4.6a, b, c and e respectively) and the 
global agreement is again striking. It should be emphasized that the contour levels 
of the streamfunction in Suh's results are probably different with ours, so small scale 
features could be different. 

Re=7500 
For this Reynolds number the anticyclonic vortices, created by the friction layers of 
the cyclonic cells (initially created at the ends of the long downstream boundaries) 
are now advected by the strong cyclonic vortex and finally destroyed at the opposite 
boundary ( see figure 4.8a-e). It looks like a contest between the central cell, willing 
to merge with the like-sign vortices created by the cyclonic vortex, and the destruc
tive adveetion property of the strong cyclonic vortex. The final quasi-steady state 
corresponds to the former case (Re = 5000), but with relative stronger cyclonic 
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(d) 

(e) 

(!) 

Figure 4.7: Streamlines for b=5, Re=5000, (a)t=O, {b)t=10, {c)t=20, (d)t=30, 
{e)t=40, {f)t=50. The solid lines correspond to the anticyclonic rotation, and the 
dashed lines to the cyclonic rotation. All streamlines are plotted with 0. 01 increment 
of streamfunction. From Suh [4]. 

vort i ces. 

Re=lOOOO 
In all previous cases ( except for Re = 1000) the central cell was cut in three parts. 
For Reynolds numbers 10000 ( and 15000) not only the central cell is cut, but also 
the initially created cyclonic vortices. These cyclonic cells, initially created at the 
ends of the long downstream boundaries, grow fast to strong vortices, and are domi
nant in the subsequent flow evolution. The anticyclonic vortices created by the 
friction layers of these cyclonic vortices (see figure 4.9b), cut the cyclonic cells into 
two parts, leaving two small anticyclonic cells at the long si de walls ( c), and an 
elongated cyclonic cell near the central cell. Two of these smaller anticyclonic cells 
are destroyed by adveetion of the strong cyclonic vortices, and the other two smaller 
vortices merge with the like-sign anticyclonic central vortex, as shown in 4.9d. Dur
ing this process, the two weak cyclonic vortices also interact with the anticyclonic 
central cell, producing a complicated process of vortex interactions ( see 4.9d-g). Fi
nally the two cyclonic cells merge and take over the central position in the domain, 
leaving four small anticyclonic cells (see figure 4.9e ). These four cells, tagether with 
boundary generated anticyclonic vorticity, form two anticyclonic cells nearby the 
central cell (see figure 4.9f-j). The final equilibrium stage consists of seven cells 
with weak outer cells and a cyclonic central cell (see figure 4.9j and 4.10). 
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Figure 4.8: Streamfunction (left) and vorticity (right) contour plots, 8=5, Re=7500, 
(a)t=26.25, (b)t=33. 75, (c)t=37.5, (d)t=41.25, (e)t=45, (f)t=56.25, (g)t=138. 75, 
(h)t=281.25. 

Re=15000 
When the Reynolds number equals 15000 (see figure 4.11), the processis identical to 
the former case. Although now the final stage consists of two anticyclonic cells near 
the central cell which are weaker than for spin-up with Re=10000, and outside cells 
which are stronger than for the Re=10000 simulation, still a seven-cell structure 
is formed (see figure 4.12). Closely observing figure 4.11e one reveals slight forms 
of antisymmetry in the streamline pattem close to the boundaries, indicating the 
preserree of (possible) numerical errors in this simulation. 

Re=19000 
The last case in the Reynolds number sequence is Re = 19000. Although the. 
code (with the applied mesh) shows some numerical instabilities, the results for this 
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(c) (h) 

(d) (i) 

(e) 

Figure 4.9: Streamfunction contour plots, 8 = 5, Re=10000, (a)t=20, (b)t=30, 
(c)t=40, (d)t=50, (e)t=60, (f)t=70, (g)t=BO, {h)t=120, (i)=245, (j)=545. 

Figure 4.10: Vorticity plot, 8 = 5, Re=10000, t=545. 

simulation are presented because of its interesting results (see figure 4.13). The 
cyclonic vortex shown in 4.13c and dis now elongated and is in a position along the 
side wall. Consequently more anticyclonic vorticity is created in the friction layer of 
this cell with the side wall, supporting the central cell. The resulting flow pattem 
again consists of five cells, with a (normal) anticyclonic central cell. 

Summarizing, it can be concluded that the two-dimensional spin-up process in 
a container with aspect ratio 5 consists roughly of four stages when the Reynolds 
number is increased from 1000 to 20000. The quasi-steady state is a three cell 
structure in the low Reynolds number limit, a five cell structure for intermediate 
Reynolds numbers and a seven cell structure for higher Reynolds numbers. Surpris
ingly enough, for Re=19000, we again obtain a five cell structure. 
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Figure 4.11: Streamfunction contour plots, 8 = 5, Re=15000, (a)t=22.5, 
(b)t=37.5, (c)t=45, (d)t=52.5, (e)t=67.5, (f)t=82.5, (g)t=112.5, (h)t=187.5, 
(i)=375, (j)=465. 

Figure 4.12: Vorticity plot, 8 = 5, Re=15000, t=465. 

4.3.3 Spin-up; aspect ratio 6 

The explanation of the initial flow evolution inthefarmer case for 8 = 5, Re = 19000 
is still valid for {j = 6 and Reynolds number 5000. In the previous case the cyclonic 
vortex was rapidly fed with cyclonic vorticity caused by the high veloeities at the 
side walls. Now the rapid growth of the cyclonic vortices is caused by the fact that 
the side walls are now langer, producing more cyclonic vorticity (see figures 4.14a 
and 4.15a). Again this leads to elongated cyclonic vort i ces along the si de walls 
( c), producing anticyclonic vorticity which merges with the central vort ex. Figures 
4.15d and e show complex vorticity profiles for the central region of the domain, 
leaving anticyclonic vorticity in the centre. The flow then evolves to a seven-cell 
equilibrium, with weak outer cells and an anticyclonic central cell. 

In a related study by Suh [4] a different flow pattem was revealed for this same 
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Figure 4.13: Streamfunction contour plots, 8 = 5, Re=19000, (a)t=O, (b)t=15.2, 
(c)t=22.8, ( d)t=26.6, (e)t=30.4, (f)t=34-2, (g)t=45.6, (h)t=110.2, (i)=205.2, 
(j)=395.2. 

numerical experiment. Up tot= 50 the flow patterns (streamfunction and vorticity 
plots) were analogous. Beyond t = 50 the global flow evolution does not match ours 
as can beseen in figure 4.17 where the streamfunction contours and vorticity levels, 
as produced by Suh, are shown. Finally Suh claimed the central cell to be cyclonic 
(but he did not show the results!), whereas our results show an anticyclonic centre 
cell ( see figure 4.15g). As mentioned earlier, certain Reynolds numbers combined 
with a certain aspect ratio can reveal critical phenomena. This means that small 
perturbations at a critical flow stage can lead to totally different flow evolutions. 
Obviously, also numerical errors might cause a different flow evolution. The numer
ical procedure of Suh is a finite difference technique with a lower spatial accuracy 
than the presently used speetral element method. This difference could be the souree 
of a globally different flow evolution after long time integrations. We believe that 
our results are therefore more accurate and reliable than those of Suh. 

4.4 Performance of the speetral element metbod 

At this stage it seems worthwhile to discuss shortly the performance of the spec
tral element method in comparison with the finite difference code used by Suh [4] 
without going into details. It is not meant to check the reliability of the speetral 
element method, robust tests of this method have already been performed during 
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the development stage of this code, but a performance test for this special appli
cation. The results are quite satisfactory; the global flow evolution is the same as 
obtained by Suh ( 8=3, 5 and 6 with Re=5000) except for long time integrations in 
case of the container with aspect ratio 8=6. However, we have confidence in our 
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Figure 4.14: Streamfunction plots, 8 = 6, Re=5000, (a)t=20, (b)t=30, (c)t=40, 
(d)t=50, (e)t=70, (f)t=125, (g)t=200. 

results and the method presently used, because we could perform much longer time 
integrations ( roughly a factor four to five) than Suh with converged flow evolution. 
Summarizing we can say that the better long time integration properties and the 
higher spatial accuracy of the speetral element code suggests a superior behaviour 
of the simulation method for critica! flow evolutions. 
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4.5 Jet forced flow 

The method explained in section 2.3 was applied to simulate a jet forced flow as 
experimentally performed by Flór [3) (see figure 2.3). Immediately after the start of 
the forcing period, anticyclonic vorticity is created at the boundaries (mainly close 
to the forcing-zone, see figure 4.16b), forming a small anticyclonic vortex (c). Next, 
at t = 2000s the forcing phase ends. Tagether with the big cyclonic vortex in the 

Figure 4.15: Vorticity plots, 8 = 6, Re=5000, (a)t=20, (b)t=30, (c)t=40, {d)t=50, 
(e)t=70, (f)t=125, (g)t=200. 

interior, a bi-polar structure is formed (see figure 4.16d), moving towards the long 
si de wall. Subsequently a dipole callision causes the anticyclonic cell to grow, and 
finally merges withits point-symmetrie image vortex forming an anticyclonic central 
cell. Furthermore anticyclonic cells are gradually formed at the outer regions (see 
the flow evolution in figure 4.16e-!). Finally a five-cell structure develops, similar 
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Figure 4.16: Streamfunction (left) and vorticity (right) contour plots, jet forced flow, 
fJ = 4, (a)t=200 s, (b)t=800 s, (c)t=1800 s, (d)t=2800 s, (e)t=4000 s, (f)t=5400 
s, (g)t=12200 s. Forcing stop at t=2000 s. 

to the experiment by Flór [3]. The analogy with the quasi-two-dimensional flow 
evolution in the experiment is surprisingly well. Although the jet in a quasi-two
dimensional experiment is essentially three-dimensional, the rough two-dimensional 
numerical model performed well. 
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Figure 4.17: Streamlines (left) and vorticity (right} for 8=6, Re=5000, (a}t=30, 
(b)t=35, (c)t=40, (d)t=45, (e)t=50, (f)t=55, (g)t=60, (h)t=65, (i)t=70, (J)t=75. 
The sa me legend as for figure 4-7, except that the plots for (i) and (j) are with 0. 005 
(streamfunction} and 0.2 (vorticity) increments, respectively. From Suh [4}. 



Chapter 5 

Numerical results 

5.1 Introduetion 

In order to obtain more quantitative information about the flow evolution, the for
mation of the cells, instationary processes and cell deformations, the flow evolution 
has been stuclied from w-7f)-scatter plots. Furthermore the cell positions, strengths 
and deformations have been investigated by following streamfunction contours. The 
study of w-7f}-scatter plots is a suitable way to campare the different spin-up sim
ulations. In a w-7f)-scatter plot the relative vorticity versus the streamfunction is 
plotted. It enables one to study in more detail the relation between vorticity and 
streamfunction, which is of fundamental importance. For this reconsider equation 
(2.3) for conservation of vorticity for inviscid flows. This equation can be written as 

Dw 8w 
Dt = 7Jt + J(w, 7f)) = O, (5.1) 

with J = ~~~;- ~~~: the Jacobian operator and (x,y) the Cartesian coordinates 
in the plane of motion. Stationary solutions of the vorticity equation ( 5.1) are given 
by J(w, 7f)) = 0. Obviously, any functional relationship between the vorticity and 
streamfunction, w = F( 7f)) can be obtained for a stationary solution. Once the 
w-7f) relation is known, one is able to determine the complete flow field by solving 
the Poisson equation for the streamfunction, viz. 'V2 7f) = -w = - F( 7f) ). This 
seemingly simple approach has a serious drawback: in general we do not know the 
exact w-7f) relation. Experimental measurements of the w-7f) relation for flows which 
can be considered as quasi-statie, such as in the decay process of counter-rotating 
vortices in spin-up experiments, may thus provide a very important tool for a better 
understanding of the flow evolution. In the presented w-7f)-scatter plots the vorticity 
is scaled by the angular velocity n, whereas the streamfunction is scaled by nB2

. 

Especially when the quasi-steady state is reached, and the contour plot changes 
only gradually, the w-7f)-scatter plots show clear differences as time proceeds. Apart 
from the w-7f}-scatter plots other quantitative information is obtained by examining 

38 
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Figure 5.1: Definition of the major principal axis on a streamline pattern of an 
elliptical vortex. 

the individual cells. Positions of the cell eentres are foliowed in time with the 
accompanying values of streamfunction and vorticity. The orientation of the mostly 
elliptical cells arealso foliowed in time. This is clone by defining the major principal 
axis on the inner most elliptical streamlines and measuring the angle with the long 
si de wall ( see figure 5.1). Results are then presented in pol ar diagrams. 

All measurements presented in this chapter are from spin-up simulations per
formed for containers with aspect ratio 8 = 5. The streamfunction and vorticity 
plots of these simulations were discussed in chapter 4. Because of the symmetry, 
only the right half of the domain is considered, and for convenience the cells are 
numbered from the central cell, starting with number one, to the outside of the 
domain. 

5.2 w-1/J scatter plots 

In the early stages of the spin-up process, all the w-1/'-scatter plots show (as 
one would expect) strong similarities. It is in this stage that extreme (high and 
low) values of vorticity are observed (see figure 5.2), which are located in the thin 
boundary layers along the side walls. These extreme values slowly disappear as 
vorticity decreases due to viscosity. The accompanying values of the streamfunction 
are close to zero as they are located close to the walls. 

The straight horizontalline (w/0 = -2) represents the uniform vorticity in the 
interior. This line slowly shrinks, indicating that the vorticity of the interior is 
changing. At both positive and negative sicles of the x-axis branches develop. The 
extremal tips of these branches represent the eentres of the ( developing) cells. An 
interesting issue reveals from the fact that most of the experiments exhibit nonlinear 
w-1/' relations in the development stage. This phenomenon probably originates from 
changing mixing and adveetion rates (of the inner and outer cell regions) during the 
cell-formation stage. A possible explanation for the horizontal part (in the s-shaped 
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Figure 5.2: w-1/J scatter plots, 8 5, (a)Re=1000, (b)Re=2500, (c)Re=5000, 
(d)Re=7500, (e)Re=10000, (f)Re=15000. 
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Figure 5.3: w-'lj; scatter plots, 8 = 5, Re=15000, 0 < y < 1, x as indicated in the 
plots. 

branches) of the w-'lj; scatter plots (see 5.2c, d and e), indicating solid body rotation 
in the intermediate stage of the flow evolution, is that they are caused by continuous 
forcing of the azimut al flow in a part of the celP. It can also be observed that the 
inner part of the cell is already tending to the final linear w-'lj; relation. Later on, 
as the cellular pattern develops to a quasi-steady state, linear w-'lj; relations are 
observed for all the individual cells. In this quasi-steady state the linear branches 
cross the zero-vorticity line indicating the existence of opposite signed vorticity at 
the cell boundaries. This is obvious for cell boundaries at side walls, but from the 
fact that two linear branches corresponding to the anticyclonic and cyclonic vortices 
are not confined to one straight line, one may conclude that the shell of opposite 
signed vorticity is also present between the cells, suggesting (f f wdA ~ 0). Such 
cells are called 'isolated'. 

The domain can be split into parts, each subdomain covering one cell, enabling 
the study of each cell individually. In figure 5.3 this is clone for Re = 15000 at 
t = 465. Figure 5.3b ( and c, d less intense) show that the linear plot is not confined 
to a straight line, but is broadened around this line. This probably indicates that 

Re 1000 2500 5000 7500 10000 15000 
Celll 38.4 ± 4 35.9 ± 4 44.0 ± 1 42.1 ± 5 48.5 ± 2 51.3 ± 1 
Cell 2 33.5 ± 6 41.1 ± 4 47.8 ± 1 55.0 ± 3 40.6 ± 2 34 ± 6 
Cell 3 - 36.4 ± 5 44.0 ± 1 45.3 ± 3 50.2 ± 2 53.7 ± 2 
Cell4 - - - - 43 ± 30 76.4 ± 4 

Table 5.1: Slopes of w-'lj; relations for individual cells, in the quasi-steady state. 

there is still some mixing inside the vortex. The representation of these graphs 
enable us to determine the slopes of the w-'lj; relations for the individual cells The 
slopes of these linear branches are presented in Table 5.1. Vissers [22] revealed for 

1 It is interesting to note that simulations of the 2D driven square cavity flows show horizontal 
w-'1/J scatter plots when the system is forced. After forcing the w-'1/J scatter plots rapidly evolve to 
become linear. 
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numerical simulations in containers with aspect ratio {) = 3 and Reynolds number 
8000 ( converted to our sealing) slopes of 50 ± 4, which approximately coincide with 
the results in the Reynolds number 7500 case in the aspect ratio {) = 5 container. 
Another comparison can be made with Suh [4]. He stuclied the w-'1/J scatter plots for 
the tank with aspect ratio 5 and Reynolds number 5000. Suh proposed the following 
w-'1/J relation 

w=À'l/J+C, (5.2) 

and found for the central and outer cell ( cell 1 and 3) À=46.5 and C=0.10 and 
for cell 2 >.=49.0 and C=-0.19. These results compare remarkably well with ours, 
À=44.0±1 and À=47.8±1, respectively. 

5.3 Spatial cell behaviour 

The unsteady behaviour of the counter-rotating vortex pattern, as indicated by 
the wiggling cells in the contour plots in section 4.3 causing mixing and adveetion 
of fl.uid, results in an improverneut of transport properties along such patterns. 
Therefore a more quantitative way of following the unsteady motion of the vortices 
is of great importance in order to understand the mechanisms of this behaviour. 

In this section not only the coordinates of the celleentres are traeed but also the 
orientations of the cells are followed. In order to collect this information, data-files 

7t/2 

aJ 

~1t 21t 
ro 

---------------------

37t/2 

Figure 5.4: Polar diagram, indicating the cel! orientation for Re= 1000, 8 = 5. 

cantairring coordinates, streamfunction and vorticity were used. All quantities in 
these data-files are restricted to the speetral grid. A converting program has been 
written to transform the data to an equidistant grid with just as many grid-points 
as the speetral mesh (~x=~y=0.03125). This enables external programs to (easily) 
produce contour-plots. The cell centre coordinates are obtained by searching for the 
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extrema of the streamfuction. As a result of the relative small displacements of the 
cell centres, the cell centre plots exhibit sharp-edged patterns caused by the grid. 
The data concerning the orientation of the cell are gathered manually by enlarging 
the domain of interest of the streamline pattern, and estimating the orientation 
of the principle axis on the elliptically shaped cell. In some cases this method 
appeared to be problematic. It turned out that the rotating cell sametimes changed 
from elliptical to a perfectly circular shape and back, depriving the possibility to 
indicate an orientation. Mostly this phenomenon was observed in the latter stages 
of the decay process. The gathered data of angle versus time is presented in polar 
graphs. For Re = 1000, 8 = 5 this graph looks rather simple (see figure 5.4). Cell 
1 ( always) starts with angle 1r, and tends to turn clockwise. At t ::::i 50, the cell
shape is forced back to its point of departure. The orientation of cell 2 stays almost 
unchanged during the process. The coordinates of the cell eentres (all graphs, not 
printed in this section, for the series of increasing Reynolds number can be found in 
appendix B) also exhibit no extraordinar results. The cell centre of cell1 (partially 
splitting and merging again excluded) remains at the centre of the domain. Cell 2 
tends straightaway to its final position, showing no oscillations. The accompanying 
cell centre streamfunction also decays exponentially for both cells. 

7tl2 

31t/2 37tl2 31t/2 

Figure 5.5: Polar diagrams of cell orientations {cell 1 at the left) Re=7500, 8 = 5. 

For higher Reynolds numbers the turning tendency of the chape of cell 1 in Re = 

1000 is now observed for every cell, mostly resulting in spinning and wiggling of the 
cell-shape. Moreover the cell centre positions and accompanying values of stream
function start to exhibit some oscillations. For Re = 2500 this reveals with one 
perceivable oscillation period. The time needed for the cell-shape toturnover (here
after indicated as cell-shape turnover time) is about 40 to 60, depending on the 
cell numbers. The oscillation period in the streamfunction in this case yields 22 to 
32, suggesting a correlation between the half cell-shape turnover time and the os
cillation period time in the streamfunction. For Re = 5000, where three oscillation 
periods are observed, this suggestion is still valid as the relative strong cell 2 with 
half cell-shape turnover times of 16 to 20 approximately corresponds to oscillation 
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Figure 5.6: Streamfunctions of the eelt eentres, (left) eelt 1, (middle) eell 2, (right) 
eelt 3. for Re=7500, 8 = 5. 

periods of the streamfunction. 
As an example we shall now present the results for Re = 7500. The polar dia

grams of the orientations of the individual cells are shown in figure 5.5. At t ~ 180 
the central vortex exhibits some 'wiggling' effects where the orientation of the cellis 
oscillating round some balance-angle. These graphs are used to gather information 
of the cell-shape turnover time (see Table 5.2). From Table 5.2 it appears that the 

t I Peelil I I t I Pce/12 I I t Pce/13 

37 17±4 47 19±3 91 20±3 
49 20±3 64 16±4 111 20±4 
102 54±3 81 16±3 132 22±3 
118 66±3 99 21±4 158 29±3 
142 49±3 119 18±4 190 35±3 

- - 141 25±3 230 45±3 
- - 168 30±3 - -

- - 200 35±3 - -
- - 242 49±3 - -

Table 5.2: Some half eell-shape turnover times for Re=7500, 8 = 5. 

period times of cell 2 and cell 3 approximately coincide, whereas cell 1 (probably 
due to splitting and merging of satellite cells) exhibits longer cell-shape turnover 
times. If we now look at the values of the streamfunction of the individual cells 
(see figure 5.6) one can clearly observe nine oscillation periods. The plots show that 
the oscillations are superimposed on an exponential decay function. If we fit these 
functions, the residues (oscillation) can he calculated (see figure 5.7). This plot 
reveals that ( eliminating the first period) the extrema coincide, suggesting that the 
whole system is oscillating in phase. From this residue diagram the period times 
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Figure 5. 7: Oscillations in streamfuntions, for Re=7500, 8 = 5. 
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Figure 5.9: Vorticity of cell-eenter 2, Re=7500, {j = 5. 

can be obtained. As an example we will compare the results on the half cell-shape 
turnover times of cell 2 with the period times of the streamfunction oscillation (see 
figure 5.8a) This clearly indicates that there is a strong correlation between these 
two quantities. In figure 5.8b the eddy turnover time ( also for cell 2) is presented. 
This time scale indicates the period a fiuid partiele needs to complete one turnover. 
The eddy turnover times are measured on the points of time where the oscillating 
streamfunction is extreme, which explains the zigzag course of the graph. If these 
two decays ( cell-shape and eddy turnover time decay) are compared, it is conspic
uous that the cell-shape turnover time decays faster than the eddy turnover time. 
Probably this is due to the cell interactions with wall boundaries and neighbouring 
cells. 
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Figure 5.10: Cross-sections of (left) streamfunction, (right} vorticity for Re=7500. 

Reverting to the oscillations in the streamfunction, we now consider the vorticity. 
In figure 5.9 the value of the vorticity in the cell centre of cell 2 is plotted, showing 
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no clear corresponding oscillations. So as to clarify this phenomenon we consider 
cross-sections in y-directon of (see figure 5.10) both streamfunction and vorticity 
at the Xcentre-coordinate of cell 2 The graph shows four profiles on successive time 
points as indicated in figure 5. 7. A minimum value in the streamfunction (e.g. points 
1 and 3 in figure 5. 7) is associated with a broadining in both streamfunction and 
vorticity cross-section profile in y-direction. A maximum in the streamfunction plot 
is associated with a constriction of both profiles. 
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Figure 5.11: Vorticity contour plots showing cel! 2 at (left)t=129.4 (right)t=140.6 
for Re=7500, ó = 5. 
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Figure 5.12: cell centre positions, x and y coordinates for (left) cell 2 and (right) cell 
3, for Re=7500, ó = 5. 

Oppositely reasoning, one can say that a constriction of the streamfunction profile 
should, together with the boundary constraint, stir up. This boundary restrietion 
does not count for the vorticity, consequently this profile is not stirred up. To 
illustrate the broadening and narrowing of the cross-section profiles, figure 5.11 
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shows the vorticity contour plots of cell 2 of the two first profiles, also indicated as 
1 and 2 in figure 5. 7. To complete the numerical results for Re = 7500, the results 
of the cell centre coordinates are presented in figure 5.12 ( cell 1 remains at domain 
centre). Unfortunately the grid (~x = ~y = 0.03125) is too emphatic present in 
the plots where the spatial amplitude of the cell centre is approximately 2 to 3 grid 
points, introducing uncertainties of 50% and 33%, respectively. The oscillations 
parallel to the long si de walls ( x-direction) are approximately in phase, whereas the 
oscillations perpendicular to the long side walls are out of phase. This phenomenon 
was also observed by Flór [3] in experiments in stratified fluids. 

For Reynolds numbers 10000 and 15000 the oscillations become more intense 
and the frequency increases. Figure 5.13 and figure 5.14 contain the residues of the 
oscillations realized in the same manner as figure 5. 7. To illustrate this increase in 
frequency for higher Reynolds number Table 5.3 contains the typical starting oscil
lation periods for the different Reynolds numbers. Summarizing we may conclude 

Re I Period time I 
1000 -
2500 28±4 
5000 19±4 
7500 18±2 
10000 13±2 
15000 13±2 

Table 5.3: Period times of the typical starting oscillations for 8 = 5. 

that the non-eireular cell-shapes, due to vorticity generation in the boundary layer 
of the long side walls, play a key role in the unsteady behaviour in arrays of counter
rotating vortices, as observed in the spin-up flow evolution. The non-eireular cells 
are spinning and it appears that the whole array of vortices is oscillating in phase. 
This probably originates from the energetically more favourable statewhen the cells 
rotate in such way not to deform their neighbours. The spinning of the non-eireular 
vortices results in a continuous deformation of the separatrices. This gives rise to 
enhanced transport properties. This latter aspect should be the topic of further 
study. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and 
recommendations 

Simulations of two-dimensional spin-up have been carried out by means of the newly 
developed speetral element code (by Timmermans, van de Vosse and Minev). These 
simulations show, in agreement with experiment, that a pattem of quasi-steady 
counter-rotating vortices develops as an intermediate stage of the spin-up process; 
the complete flow evolution process can be subdivided in four stages; 

• ini ti al stage ( starting flow); 

• cell formation stage; 

• organization stage ( cell pattem formation); 

• decay stage. 

The impulsive increase in angular velocity results in the creation of a single cell oc
cupying the entire fluid domain. Boundary-layer detachment leads to the formation 
of cyclonic vortices at the downstream corners of the side walls. The cyclonic var
tices in the downstream corners of the shorter side walls are weak, and are quickly 
destroyed by the shear imposed by the surrounding flow and viscous decay. On 
the other hand, the cyclonic vortices in the downstream corners of the longer side 
walls are growing. For all spin-up simulations this initial flow process is identical. 
The growth rate of these cyclonic vortices depends on the Reynolds number and 
the aspect ratio (i.e. the length of the longer side walls), and plays a key role in 
the subsequent flow evolution. In chapter 4 we have shown simulation results of 
spin-up and observed four stages when the Reynolds number was increased from 
1000-19000 for aspect ratio 8 = 5, varying from a three cell equilibrium state in the 
low Reynolds number limit, a five cell structure for intermediate Reynolds numbers 
and a seven cell structure for higher Reynolds numbers. Surprisingly enough, for 
Re=19000, we again observed a five cell structure. The flow evolution for aspect 
ratio 8 = 6 (Reynolds number 5000) tended to aseven cell structure. Up tot= 50 

50 
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this matched with the flow evolution shown in a related study by Suh [4]. Beyond 
this time the global flow evolution did not match ours. Suh claimed to obtain a 
seven cell structure in the quasi-steady state with a cyclonic central cell, whereas we 
obtained an anticyclonic cell for this region. Relying on the more accurate numer
ical method presently used we believe that our results are more reliable than those 
of Suh. The differences indicate the existence of critical phenomena in such flow 
evolutions. Small perturbations ( and obviously also numerical errors) at a cri ti cal 
flow stage can lead to a totally different flow evolution. 

In chapter 5 more quantitative information is gathered. The w-~-scatter plots 
reveal interesting phenomena during the stage of cell formation. In this phase of the 
flow evolution, s-shaped w-~ scatter plots are observed. These non-linear graphs 
for our two-dimensional simulations are probably caused by changing mixing and 
adveetion rates of the inner and outer cell regions during the formation of the cells, 
in contrasttoa so called Ekman-pumping (a three-dimensional mechanism) as often 
claimed by experimentalists. The quasi-steady state is characterized by linear w-~ 
relations for the individual cells. The slopes of these linear graphs increase when 
the Reynolds number is increased. 

The spatial cell behaviour is examined by tracing the cell eentres and the orien
tation of the elliptical vortices. The latter is clone by defining the major principal 
axis on the elliptical shape of the cell. As a result of this, spinning and wiggling 
behaviour of the cell-shapes is observed. The cell centre coordinates show oscillatory 
behaviour, correlated with the cell-shape turnover time. When (for these cell een
tres) the accompanying val u es of the streamfunction are plotted, oscillations can be 
observed on top of the exponentially decaying values of the streamfunction. These 
oscillations are caused by the collective compression and decompression of the cells, 
and appear to be correlated with the half cell-shape turnover time of the spinning 
cells, as an elliptical cell causes two compressions and decompressions ( due to the 
production and adveetion of vorticity) during one turnover. Moreover, extremal 
values in the streamfunction oscillations of the individual cells seem to coincide, 
suggesting that the whole system is oscillating in phase. 

For the oscillations of the coordinates of the cell eentres we found that the os
cillations parallel to the long side walls (x-direction) are approximately in phase, 
whereas the oscillations perpendicular to the long si de walls are out of phase ( also 
observed by Flór [3] in experiments in stratified fluids). A difference can he observed 
in the motion of the central vortex as this cell centre is confined to the domain centre 
imposed by the symmetry of the problem in the simulations, whereas Flór observed 
an oscillatory motion of this cell. The amplitude of the oscillation is of order 5-10% 
of the tank width. 

Beside the spin-up flow, a jet-forced flow simulation has been carried out in a 
rectangular domain with aspect ratio 8 = 4, as experimentally performed by Flór 
[3] in stratified fluids. As it appeared to be difficult to model a divergence free 
two-dimensional jet, a numerical approximation has been used to model jet-forced 
flow simulations. This approach consists of employing smooth exponential functions, 
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caring for an acceptable value of the divergence, prescrihing a forcing velocity field 
at the jet area and adding this velocity field every time step to the newly calculated 
global velocity field. This rather rough method shows remarkably similar effects in 
the flow evolution as observed by Flór. Similar to the evolution of the flow during 
spin-up simulation, a quasi-steady stage is observed containing five cells. Identical 
experiments by Flór [3) with large aspect ratios showed streakline pictures of tracer 
particles indicating a staggered cell contiguration giving rise toa meandering flow. It 
can be shown that similar effects occur in two-dimensional simulations for the same 
aspect ratios, suggesting that this phenomenon is caused by the changing orientation 
of the shape of the cells and its motion. 

This brings us at the point of an important conclusion. Several dynamica! aspects 
of the evolution of counter-rotating vortices, as found in spin-up experiments and jet
forced flows, which were previously attributed to three-dimensional effects ( vortex 
stretching, internal waves) are also observed in purely two-dimensional simulations. 
Consequently, the experimentally found perturbating motionsof the cells could be a 
consequence of two-dimensional mechanisms or, as might be expected, a combination 
of both. Further experimental investigations seem worthwhile. 

We may conclude that the speetral element code performed very well, and pro
duced good results. The implementation in SEPRAN makes this code easy to use 
when flow problems in more complex geometries have to be solved. In our case, with 
a simple rectangular domain, it is in fact not necessary to apply domain decompo
sition techniques. An evident drawback of this code is the necessity of a powerful 
computer. As an example we can consider the numerical experiment with aspect 
ratio 8 = 6 which took approximately one month to complete on a DEC3000 ma
chine (DEC Alpha 600 with a 175 Mhz processor, 128 MB memory). Nowadays, a 
more problem-oriented speetral code for these flow problems in simple geometries 
is in development at the Vortex Dynamics laboratory. The results presented in this 
report can therefore serve as comparison. 

6.1 Recommendations 

In order to study the phenomena of the unsteady cellular behaviour in more detail, 
tracer particles can be foliowed ( this is already optional in the present code). This 
may reveal some explanations for the nonlinear w-'1/J graphs during the cell formation 
stage. The investigations on transport properties along arrays of counter-rotating 
vortices should be stuclied for large aspect ratios where the outer boundaries are of 
less importance. 

Some improvements concerning the output of the speetral element code are rec
ommended. It should be possible to extract data (i.e. velocity) from coordinates not 
necessarily at collocation points related with the speetral functions. This enables 
one to study the cell centre motion in more detail. Furthermore, plot routines should 
use the speetral functions in order to present the correct contour plots. The choice of 
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the mesh is very important, as there is high spatial accuracy needed in the bound
ary layers at the walls. By using less elements and more collocation points, this 
improves the spatial accuracy in the boundary layer. This is extremely important 
at high Reynolds numbers. 

Finally the onset of rnadelling a jet-forced flow needs to be improved. An al
ternative approach could be the use of anti-parallel moving side wall boundaries 
(imposing special boundary conditions ). 
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Appendix A 

Overview of the code 

This is a brief overview of the code by Timmermans [5] and is meant as a supporting 
tool which ( together with his Thesis [5]) should clarify the scheme. 

PROGRAM Na vier 

VARIABLE DECLARATIONS 
READ time parameters 
CONSTRUCT mesh 
READ coefficients 
FILL initial velocity 
FILL initial pressure 

matrv := M + dt * S 
massv := M 
matrp := K 

itmp := iun 

DO n = 0, N step- 1 
t = t + tstep 
IF n = 0 THEN 

. . 
zum := zun 
DO m = 0, M step - 1 

iumpd := um+l/3 

iumph := um+l/2 

iump1 := um+l 
ium := iump1 

CONTINUE 
. . 
zun := zum 
iunm1 := iun 
SOLVE (M + dtS)u* = Mun- dtQpn + dtFn+l 
iustar :=u* 

ivec4 := nuM-1 Lu* 
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SOLVE Kp* = --Jt.Cu* 
ipstar := p* 
iunp1 := iustar- dtM- 1 Q · ipstar 
( un+ 1 := u•- dtM- 1 Qp•) 

ipnpl := ipn + ipstar- nu M-1 .C · iustar 
(pn+ 1 := pn + p• -nu M-1 Cu•) 

ELSE (n > 0) 
ium := iunml (to convect -un-1

) 

DO m = 0, M step- 1 
iumpd := fim+l/3 

iumph := um+112 

iump1 := um+l 
ium := iump1 

CONTINUE 
iunm1 := ium 
ium := iun (to convect un) 
DO m = 0, M step - 1 

iumpd := fim+l/3 

iumph := um+1/ 2 

iump1 := fim+l 

ium := iump1 
CONTINUE 
. . 
zun := zum 
iutmp := iun (temporary storage) 
iun := 2 · iun- ! · iunm1 
un := 2un - tun-1 

iunml := iutmp (for next step = un) 
ivecl := 2Mun- !Mun-1 - dtQpn + dt:Fn+l 
IF n = 1 THEN 

matrv := ~M + dtS 
ENDIF 
SOLVE (~M + dtS)u* = 2Mun- !Mun-1

- dtQpn + dt:Fn+1 

iustar :=u* 
ivec4 := nuM- 1 .Cu* 
SOLVE Kp* = -~.l..Cu* 

2 dt 
ipstar := p* 
iunp1 := iustar- ~dtM-1 Q · ipstar 
( un+ 1 := u• - fdtM- 1 Qp•) 

ipnp1 := ipn + ipstar- nu M-1 .C · iustar 
(pn+1 := pn + p• -nu M-1 cu• ) 

ENDIF 

iun := iunpl ( for next step) 
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ipn := ipnpl (for next step) 

IF mod(n Nstep) = 0 THEN 
' 100 

CALCULATE streamfunction 
CALCULATE vorticity 
CALCULATE divergence 
WRITE info 
PLOTCl streamfunction 
PLOTCl vorticity 
itmp := iunpl 

ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
WRITE final velocity field 



Appendix B 

Numerical results for 8 5 

B.l Re=lOOO 
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Figure B.l: Streamfunctions of the cell centres, (left) cell 1, (right) cell 2. for 

Re=1000, ó = 5. 
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2, for Re=1000, ó = 5. 
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B.2 Re=2500 
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Figure B.3: Polar diagram, indicating the cell orientations for Re=2500, 8 = 5. 
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Figure B.4: Streamfunctions of the cell-centres, (left) cell 1, (middle) cell 2, (right) 
cell 3. for Re=2500, 8 = 5. 

t I Peelil I I t I Pcell2 I I t I Pce/13 

50 27±4 47 30±4 60 19±6 
64 37±3 63 33±2 - -

92 46±3 69 32±2 - -

Table B.l: Half cell-shape turnover times for Re=2500, 8 = 5. 

I t I Pce/11 I I t I Pcell2 I I t I Pce/13 I 
1 5o 1 28±2 1 1 45 1 22±2 1 1 45 1 32±2 1 

Table B.2: Oscillation periods streamfunction Re=2500, 8 = 5. 
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Figure B.6: Polar diagrams of cell orientations (cell 1 at the left} Re=5000, 8 = 5. 
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t I Peelil I t I Peell2 I t I Pcell3 

36 22±3 48 16±4 58 15±4 
51 31±5 66 19±3 64 17±4 
78 31±3 77 20±3 76 21±3 
92 34±3 - - 88 25±3 
106 41±3 - - - -

Table B.3: Half cell-shape turnover times for Re=5000, 8 = 5. 

I t I Peelil I I t I Peell2 I I t I Pcel/3 I 
38 17±2 40 18±2 38 22±2 
55 13±2 55 12±2 55 16±2 
70 23±2 73 20±2 70 19±2 

Table B.4: Oscillation periods streamfunction Re=5000, 8 = 5. 
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Figure B.8: Cell centre positions, x and y coordinates for (left) cell 2 and (right) cell 
3, for Re=5000, 8 = 5. 
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Figure B.9: Streamfunctions of the cell centres, (left top) cell 1, (right top) cell 2, 
(left bottom) cell 3 and (right bottom) cell 4, for Re=10000, 8 = 5. 
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Figure B.lü: Cell centre positions, x and y coordinates for (left) cell 2, (middle) cell 

3 and (right) cell4, for Re=10000, 8 = 5. 
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B.5 Re=15000 
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Figure B.ll: Streamfunctions of the cell centres1 (left top) cell 11 (right top) cell 21 

(left bottom} cell 3 and (right bottom) cell 41 for Re=150001 8 = 5. 
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I t I Peelil I I t I Pcel/2 I I t Pcell3 I I t Pcell4 
- - - - 83 14 ±4 136 14 ±4 
- - - - 98 15 ±4 154 22 ±3 
- - - - 112 14 ±3 173 16 ±3 
- - - - 125 12 ±3 192 21 ±3 
- - - - 140 17 ±3 217 29 ±3 
- - - - 159 21 ±3 246 29 ±3 
- - - - 176 24 ±3 280 40 ±3 
- - - - 194 22 ±3 - -

- - - - 220 30 ±3 - -
- - - - 252 33 ±3 - -
- - - - 287 37 ±3 - -

- - - - 328 45 ±3 - -

- - - - 385 70 ±3 - -

Table B.5: Half cell-shape turnover times for Re=10000, 8 = 5. 

ltl P lltl P lltl P lltl PI 
92 13±2 149 20±2 239 28±2 426 76±2 
105 11±2 168 16±2 270 35±2 - -

116 15±2 188 23±2 312 45±2 - -

132 15±2 212 25±2 362 56±2 - -

Table B.6: Oscillation periods streamfunction for all cells, Re=10000, 8 = 5. 

ltl P lltl P lltl PI 
102 13±2 188 16±2 315 28±2 
114 11±2 207 19±2 345 30±2 
127 15±2 225 18±2 375 31±2 
142 15±2 245 21±2 411 39±2 
157 15±2 267 22±2 - -
172 15±2 289 24±2 - -

Table B.7: Oscillation periods streamfunction for all cells, Re=15000, 8 = 5. 


